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Over seven hundred years ago, the  “Great Fleet” migration 
of New Zealand’s Maori (Maow-ree) ancestors, took place. 
Traveling in canoes from the eastern shores of Polynesia, 
they arrived in the area that is now the city of Wellington.  

Guided by ancient traditions, they developed their own 
unique language and culture. Maori history is rich in 
mythology and legend, one story claiming that Chief 
Kupe arrived in New Zealand around 950 AD.  

He thought the land looked like a giant white cloud, so 
he gave it the Maori name Aotearoa, which means, 
“Land of the Large White Cloud.”  

Other Polynesians soon followed Chief Kupe, and Maori settlements began to 
grow and flourish in the newly discovered land.  Finding the North Island’s 
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temperate climate suitable for agriculture, the majority of them decided to set up 
colonies there and many Maori clans still live there. 

Early Maori settlers soon discovered that the only native animals were fish, birds, 
and bats. Most of their meat came from the now extinct Moa, which grew to be the 
size of an adult turkey. They also fashioned 
weapons from the bones of the Moa.  

As immigration continued, incoming Maori 
brought small animals like dogs and rats to New 
Zealand's shore colonies, but those animals didn’t 
yield enough meat for the growing population, so 
food wars began to break out between Maori clans.  
Countless numbers of lives were lost.  

Ancient Maori depended 
on hand-to-hand combat; 
thus their bodies had to be agile and strong. Since 
every muscle in their bodies had to be fit they 
developed physical strengthening routines that 
included dances and chants. Even the muscles 
surrounding the eyes and tongue had to be ready to 
face the enemy. Watching Maori men perform those 
exercises is a rare experience—especially when they 
do the facial exercises.  

  

Body tattoos were used, as well. It was thought that a fierce 
looking facial tattoo would frighten the enemy. Wearing tattoos 
continues to be popular in Maori culture today, 
but it is used only for cosmetic purposes.  

As Europeans also began to settle in New 
Zealand, food and land wars between them and 

the Maori became increasingly frequent. The Maori usually lost the 
battles because their weapons of clubs, staffs and spears, were no 
match for the more sophisticated European weaponry. 
Consequently, many more Maori lives were lost. 
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Finally, in 1840, a treaty between the two groups was signed by several Maori 
chiefs. It is doubtful that the treaty, which gave the British monarchy sovereignty 
over vast regions of New Zealand, was understood by those who signed it. Because 
of differing interpretations between the Maori 
language and English, confusion continues regarding 
who legally retains ownership of those lands. 
 
Wikipedia records, "Maori were granted ‘all the 
Rights and Privileges of British Subjects’ under 
Article 3 of the Treaty of Waitangi in 1840.”  

“Their status as British subjects was re-affirmed by 
the Native Rights Act of 1865. Despite their legal 
status as British subjects, in practice, over the next 
century, Maori would be denied some of the privileges which white British subjects 
who moved to New Zealand from Britain enjoyed.” 

Reenactment of the signing of the Treaty of Waitangi
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Maori clans have spread throughout New Zealand and into Australia, as well. 

Wikipedia continues, “In 1902, with the Commonwealth Franchise Act, Māori 
residents in Australia were granted the right to vote, a right denied to indigenous 
Australians (Aborigines). During that same period, their right to settle in Australia 
was facilitated by their shared status as British subjects."  

 

In modern times, Maori villages have become 
tourist attractions. In Rotorua, for example, one 
can wander among geothermal waterholes and 
watch Maori women cooking traditional meals 
over pools of boiling water. 
 
 

Bubbling mud-holes are used for medicinal 
purposes, and if the visitor is ready for one, steam 
baths are also available. 
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Maori are world famous for their 
beautiful works of art, such as the 
intricate wood carving shown in the 
picture on the left.   

Talented musicians, singers and 
dancers come from Maori 
communities.  

 

Waiata is the name given for 
musical competitions held 
annually among the clans, and the 
group that wins receives national 
recognition. 

Modern, westernized music has 
gained some popularity among 
Maori, but there has also been a 
recent movement back to their 
traditional Polynesian roots. 

You don’t have to travel to New Zealand or Australia to enjoy Maori performances. 
To see a video on how their ancestors prepared themselves for combat,  Click here  

Waiata

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3BoNmpvkavo

